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Design, Specifications and Estimate of a Concrete
and Steel YIarehoti.se.

INTRODUCTION .

It is the aim of the authors of this
work to present the complete economic design of
a concrete and steel warehotise . After careful
consideration of the four general types of con-
struction, namely (1) Frame construction, (:")

Steel construction, (") Hill or slow "burning
construction and (4) Reinforced concrete con-
struction, it was decided upon to use a com-
bination of the second and fourth types. The
first and third types, not being fireproof,
were rejected.

The steel construction alone, al-
though very efficient and durable, is very ex-
pensive in first cost, and for this reason is
not an economical design for warehouses or fact-
ories. The reinforced concrete construction, on
account of the reduction in the cost of Port-
land cement, and also its great fireproof qual-
ities, has become quite a factor in the present
design of such buildings as mentioned above.
Therefore, the second and fourth types when
combined, make a very efficient and economic
design. From tests which have been made, and
it has also been found in actual experience,
concrete will withstand repeated and vibrat-
ing loads and this is a condition which de-
signers have long attempted to obtain.

In this design, standard steel shapes
are used to aid the concrete where the loads
are heavy. In cases where long spans are re-
quired steel girders incased in concrete are
used.

The Building Ordinances of the City
of Chicago have not been stictly followed be-
cause the allowed stresses in concrete are low-
er than those generally used, but instead we
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have used methods and values consistent with the
latest theories of reinforced concrete and steel
design. These theories are based on the results
of recent tests and upon structures now in use.

The design of reinforced concrete mem-
bers has been, and is still a source of great
uncertainty as shown by the extensive range of
results obtained by the application of the dif-
ferent theories, but as the number of buildings
of this type increases, one theory will be found
to give better results than some other one, and
eventually reinforced concrete structures will
be made to give as great satisfaction, and per-
haps better, than steel structures.

In this design, a common practice,
namely, the use of hooped or spiral reinforc-
raent for columns, has been rejected. Accord-
ing to recent tests it has been found (1)
That the bands or hoops do not come into ac-
tion to any great extent until the concrete has
reached the ultimate strength of plain concrete,
(S) The amount of shortening in such columns
after the hoops are strained is exceedingly
great and (3) The lateral deflections aire very
large. At the same time it is obvious that this
system is not economical, as the amount of steel
used in hooping is large compared to that used
as vertical reinforcment in a column of equal
concrete area and carrying capacity.

The design has been governed strict-
ly by the following specif i cations :-

The ratio between the deformation
of the 3teel and the concrete shall be 15. The
steel fiber stress shall in no case exceed
one-third the elastic limit of the steel and a
maximum fiber stress 3hall be 20,000# per sq.
in. even if this limit is less than one-third
the elastic limit.

The stress in the outermost fiber of
concrete in beams and slabs composed of 1-2-4
concrete shall not exceed 750# per sq. in. Such
concrete, tested in 12" cubes, must show at the
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(3)

end of twenty-eight (28) days, a strength of not
les3 than S500# per sq. in. Concrete in columns
reinforced with longitudinal rods or "bars shall
be stressed not to exceed 7Q0# per sq. in. No
columns reinforced only with longitudinal rods
or bars way contain more than 6*fa of reinforc-
ment . Columns reinforced with longitudinal
rods or bars must have same tied together at
intervals not greater than their own thickness
apart, with connections not smaller than #10
gauge wire.

No deformed or twisted steel will he
allowed to go into the columns as reinforcment

.

All concrete, except that used as fil-
ler just underneath floors, shall he composed of
one part Portland cement, two parts clean coarse
sand and four parts broken stone or washed grave 1.

Cinder concrete to be used as filler underneath
maple floors shall be composed of one part Port-
land cement to seven parts of clean washed and
screened cinders with a direct compressive
strength of not less than 200# per sq. in.

For one span, slabs shall have a bend-
ing moment figured as T71

e
/8, ?or two or three

spans Wl2/l0, while for anything over bhree
spans 171 /IS. Beams and girders shall never be
figured other than freely supported with a
bending moment equal to T71*/8 . Panels perfectly
square may be considered as having M=T71

2
/20 ,but

for panels having one side longer than the other
and where the proportion of width to length is
less than 1.5, may be calculated according to
the following.

Let r = Proportion of load carried on side.
" L = Length of panel.
" B = Breadth of panel.

Then r = L/L-f b'
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Having found the proportion to go each way, use
Y7l

2/l2 to obtain the B.T.I. In all cases where the
"bending moment is figured for other than freely
supported span§, there must he sufficient rein-
forcrnent provided for a reverse B.M. at supports.
All beams and girders must be reinforced over
supports for negative bending moments. Proper
reinforcment for internal and web stresses must
be provided in all cases whore such stresses
may exist.

Beams and girders shall be designed
to carry full dead and live loads.

Thirty days after the forms are re-
moved the Superintendent may have the floors,
or any portion of them, tested with a load t?hat

shall be equal to twice the live load plus the
dead load and after said load has been in place
twenty four hours the deflection shall not exceed
1/900 of the span.
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Resisting Moment of Beams Reinforced on Tension Side
Only.

*-^
?off?aress/o/7 forces.

7&/7j/7e b~f-/*eov.

YJhen the Full Compressive Strength of the
Concrete is not Developed:- In the figure, "T n repre-
sents the total tensile stress in the longitudinal
reinforcement, and M C" the total compressive stress
in the concrete, considered to be concentrated at the
centroid or center of gravity of the compressive stresses
Since these two forces, "T" and "C", are equal, their
moment, which is the resisting moment of the beam, is
equal to the product of one of the forces and the dis-
tance between them. Hence we may write for the resist-
ing moment of the beam;

LI=Td ! = Afd • ~ pbdfd ' .

where A represents the area of the longitudinal rein-
forcement and f the tensile unit stress in the steel.
( f = 1/3 the elastic limit of the material.). The
quantity d* will vary somewhat with the position of
the neutral axis and this position varies with the
amount of reinforcement. For light and medium rein-
forcement and good concrete, an approximate value
of d* may be selected which will cover the usual
conditions and range of reinforcement with a fair
degree of accuracy. For a good quality of limestone
concrete, an average value of d* may be taken as
.R7d. The equation for the resisting moment of the
beam then becomes

;

II = .87Afd = .87pbd2
f

.

This is a convenient formula for general
use.
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DESIGN .

Size of lot 90 ft .by 112 ft
Loading :-

225 lbs. por sq. ft. of floor.
50 lbs. per sq. ft. of roof.

//&~ H

Plan of all floors.

o-
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7?/£V.

Design of slabs on all floors.
Live load. to be not less' than 1S5# per sq. ft.
Total load :- 225vper sq. ft.

Specifications for the reinforcement:- Three inch
mesh #10 gauge double strand Northwestern Expand-
ed Metal having an area of .324' sq. in. per 12" of
width and weighing 1«07# per sq. ft.

SMMWl ¥'
V*'\ <fV*\S'\ 7'\0'\ ?' W\//' \72

fee———————^—— —
J'

J/

f

3i

If
/-^'-f /3fofcey7 S/b/?e or lybe/ree/ /?/-qt-<-/ (so/tctcfe.

Hk
380 430 330 260 270 /?0

620

JOOZM/0O//O

6/0 tfflWO 300 260/70

7/0

720 630W 350m 27)0 /40

820 (,30 300+/0 330 Z30 //>0 //0

7/0 7/0% 460 3/0 240 f30 /30
7f0kl0W0W/0 VJ0 200\/40

74

//0 77
/20

33

46
#0

20
33
47

72.

26
30
37

'equir s lab , -9 ft. span - 140# live' load
dead load = 7S# per sq. ft.

Design of beams, slabs, ribs and girders
will be the same for all floors, the loading being
the same.
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Design of Ribs.

T- -?&- ?
The width, tj, of slab, acting in flexure in com-
bination with the rib is limited by the following:

S ( 1 - S*/L*) t L/3 and 3S/4.
S = distance center to center of ribs = 6

L = span of ribs between supports = '9 ft.
ft.

7L
L/3 =

S(l - SVI/) = 6(1 - 86/81) ~ 3.33 ft
ft. 3S/4 = 6.5 ft.

Therefore we use 3ft. it being the lowest limit.
LI = .87Afd. (1)

A = area of steel required.
S = unit stress in the steel,
d = depth of steel from upper surface.
M = bending moment.

H = wl*/8 = 225x3x36x12/8 = 109200 lbs.
f = 15000 lbs.
Assume d = 8 in. Overall d = 10 in.
Substituting the values of A, f, and d in (1).

109200 = 16000 x8x. 87 xA
Then A = .98 sq. in. Therefore use 3 ll/lo in.
round rods

.

This area is less, than Vfo of inclosed rectangle
and therefore according to specifications.

Design of Beams 04"

-/0&- •//'A

Considering beam as a T-beam and using 1/3 the
distance between beams as part of beam in com-
pression we have:-

II = .87Afd.
But 1.1 = wl*/8 = 225x6x18x18x12/8 = 656,000# in.

Assuming d = 15 in.
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656,100= .87Axl6000xl5.
Therefore A = 3.14 sq. in. equals the amount of
steel required.
Use 4 1" rods. b = 11"

6 L0-

Design of girders

6:0-

&0-

^r

6'

A

/0'0-

o o
o o o

/-£-

1

For girders o6nsidered as T-beams :-

= ,37Afd.
M - 24,300x6x18 = 1,651,000 in. lbs.

Assuming d = 20 in.
A = 1,65 1,000/. 87x13000x20 = 5.95 sq. in.

of steel required.
Therefore use 5 1.25" round rod3

.

b = 10"

Design ofl Columns.

r i

L J

*$

Top Floor: -

Fall panel' load on each column.
Roof panel load = 13.5x18x50 = 16,650#
Use minimum columns.
Reinforcement 4 angles 3x3xl/4.
Fourth Floor:

-

Column load = 18x18.5x2S5±16650 = 91175#
Use same section as above.'
Area of steel required = 5.75 sq.'in.
Stress taken by steel = 7000x5.76= 40,320

" " concrete = 600x121 = 72,600
Total 112,920
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Third Floor:

-

Column loaa = 18x18.5x2 25*915' 166,490$
Use 4 angles 4. 5x4.5x7/16
Therefore area of steel = 13.24 sq. in.
Stress taken by steel ~ 7000x13.24= 92,680

#

n concrete = 600x256 =155, 26 f
Total 246,280#

Second Floor :-

Colum£ load = 18x18.5x225*166490 = 241415#
Use same section as above

.

First Floor:

-

Column load = 225+241415 = 316340#
Use 4 angles 4x4x5/8
Therefore area of steel = 18.44 sq. in.
Stress taken by steel = 13.44x7000 = 129,200#

"
" concrete = 441x600 = 264, 600

#

Total 593,300 #

Basement :-

Column load =13x18.5x225+316:540 = 391265#
Use same section as above

.
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Column Footings.
Foundation in moderately wet clay.

Bearing value allowed 4 tons per sq. ft.

Bearing load on' aacli inside footing. will equal
391,265-Kwt. of ool.= 25,000) = 416,265.#

416,265/8,000 = 52.032
Use footings 3'x" T Section as follows.
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EXCAVATION.
The finished lines of excavations are to

conform as nearly as possible to the lines of the
concrete, leaving only such spaces as are required
for pointing the walls. Where plank forms are not
required trenches for footings must be cut to the
exact size of the concrete. Any excavations made
to a greater depth than that required mu3t be fill-
ed with concrete, as under no circumstances shall
such spaces be backfilled with earth. All wood form
must be removed, but not until the concrete has
set.

Any backfilling done before it is ordered,
or any earth caving against foundations must be
removed. All backfilling shall be done with approv-
ed clean earth puddled or tamped to the required I

grades.

If any old excavations within 5'0 W of foot-
jxtend below same, direct ions for filling must

be obtained from the Supervising Architect before
preceeding wit.h the work.

Any piping encountered shall be removed
to a poiiht l'O" outside foundations and capped or
plugged tight unless otherwise specified or di-
rected.
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C E M 3 N T.

All Portland cement shall have a apecific
gravity of not less than 3.1. It shall contain not
more than 1.75$ anhydrous sulphuric acid (30 ) nor
more than 3$ magnesia (iJgO )

.

The standard of fineness 3hall be that 92$
by weight shall pas3 a 100 mesh sieve and 75$ shall
pass a 200 mesh sieve. If the material does not
meet these requirements as to fineness, it will
either be rejected or the contractor will be requir-
ad^use 2$ additional for each 1% drop below the 92$
limit, or 3$ additional for each 1$ drop below the
75$ limit.

It shall develop initial set in less than
30 minutes, and a hard set in^less than one or more
than 10 huors. noi

Pats of neat cement about 3" in diameter
l/2 n thick at center and tapering to a thin edge,
shall be kept in moist air for 24 hours. Should
these pats not remain firm and hard, or should
they show signs of distortion, blotohea, discolor-
ation, checking, cracking, or disintigration after
being exposed to the air at normal temperature
for seven day3,or after being kept in water at 70
degrees F. for seven days, or after exposure in a
steam bath in a closed vessel for five hours, the
material will be rejected.

Non-staining cement shall be of a brand
that has bssn in use for at least two years to
test it3 non-sstaining qualities. It 3hall have a
specific gravity of not less than 2.95 and in
all other respects conform to the above require-
ments for Portland cement.

All cement shall be delivered in the
original package 3, bearing the brand and name of
the manufacturer and must be kept dry.
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CONCRETE AND MORTARS.

SAND AND AGGREGATE.

Sand shall be clean, 3harp and coarse.

Eroken stone and gravel shall be clean,
hard and durable and so broken that the largest
pieces shall not exceed the sizes specified.

Aggregate for footings shall be brokon
so as to pass through a 2 W mesh screen and all
other aggregate shall be broken to pass through
a 3/4" mesh screen.

Clinkers shall be thoroughly vitrified
and shall be free from dirt,a3h unburned coal,
or other deleterious matter.

MORTARS

.

All surfaces of sandstone or limestone
in contact with masonry shall be completely
covered with mortar composed of one volume of
non-staining cement and two volumes of sand,
and all pointing of su-,h stonework shall be
done with the same kind of mortar. All other
mortar, unless otherwise specified, shall be
composed of one volume of Portland cement and
three volumes of sand. The cement and sand
must be mixed dry until the cement is so
thoroughly distributed that no particles of
sand can be detectedl^and then only enough
water added to bring it to a plastic condition
after being thoroughly worked.

Mortar remaining unused at the time
initial set occor3 shall not be used in the
work, and the cement and 3and shall not be
mi cad more than one hour before the water is
added. No mortar or concrete shall be used in
freezing weather.
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CONCRETE.

The cement and- sand shall be made into mor-
tar as above specified, the aggregate drenched,
drained and mixod with the mortar until each piece
i3 thoroughly coated, and immediately placed in
position in continuous layers and tamped until
water appears on the surface. All concrete shall be
protected from the sun and be kept wet at least 48
hours.

FOOTINGS.

The concrete for footings (except column
footings) shall be composed of one volume of
Portland cement, three volumes of sand and six
volumes of broken stone or gravel. Where the
earth will not stand, plank forms must be em-
ployed which shall be rigid and of sufficient
size to permit the concrete to be of the re-
quirad dimensions. Concrete for column footings
shall be composed of one volume of Portland cement
two volumes of sand and four volumes of broken
stone or gravel.

REENFORCED CONCRETE.

The concrete for 3lab over ooal area,
stack coping, steps, stairs, and platforns, ceil-
ings and walls, and concrete lintels and floor
construction where no$ed shall be composed of
one volume of Portland cement, two volumes of
sand and four volumes of broken stone. Other
reenforced concrete hereinafter specified,
shall be similar, but the aggregate 3hall b©
be cinders or oyher approved light raateial.
Exposed surfaces of concrts not to be plastered,
shall be finished smooth.
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All beams and girders in connection with
construction (except plate girders) shall be entire-
ly encased In conorete, which mu3t nowhere be less
than 2" thick. The concrete under soffits must be
placed entirely from one side and tamped until it
is forced through on the pther side.

Metal fabric for the reenforcement of con-
crete slabs shall be #10 expanded metal, 3" mesh or
electrically welded or lock woven galvanized wire
fabric of #8 wire (4n on centers ) and #10 wire
(6" on centers) or other approved metal of equiv-
alent strength. Metal which is not galvanized
shall be free from rust when placed in the concrete.

Reenforcement of all horizontal and inclin-
ed concrete shall be uniformly placed so as to be
distant from the bottom of the concrete not more
than 3/4" except over beams. Metal which is bent in
laying so as to materially depart from the proper
position will be rejected. All reenforced concrete
shall be laid continuously with the long axis at
right angles to bearings, lapped at least one mesh
at joints and strongly wired together. Metal loops
in concrete in connection with beams and girders
must be kept at least 3/4" away from the soffits
of the beam.

In walls, the reenforceiiig metal should be
placed approximately in the center of the concrete.

Forms and centers must be so constructed
and secured that there will be no deflection or
vibration and they must not be struck until fif-
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teen days after placing the concrete.

WINDOW SILLS.

The concrete for ailla shall be composed
of one volume of Portland cement, two volumes of sand

and four volumes of broken stone. The reenforceing
metal shall he #16 gauge, 2" me3h and bent to form
indicated. All sill3 shall have cement finish.

TESTS.

Before any filling is' done the reenforced
concrete floors mu3t be tested by the contractor,
where directed, by placing 8000f dead load, even-
ly distibuted over 10 sq. ft. of surface, after
thoroughly shoring the steel beams. Any work
damaged by such tests will be rejected, and should
two failures occur, further inatructions must be
obtained from the Supervising Architect before
proceeding with the work.

CEMENT FINISH.

All concrete having cement finish shall
have a coat at least 1" thick composed of two'
volumes of Portland cement and three volumes of
sand, with only enough water to make a stiff
mortar. The finish coat must be applied before
the concrete base commences to 3et and be troweled
to a smooth even finish. Dry cement mu3t not be
used on the finished surface.

All openings between rooms having cement
floors, except opening to fuel room, shall have l/s"
high cement thresholds with beveled edges, formed
at the time of laying the cement finish.

FILLING.
The aggregate for filling over floor con-

struction shall be 3/4w cinder or other approved
light material. Ju3t before any filling is done
the concrete rau3t be swept clean, drenched, and
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STEEL AND IRON WORKS.

QUALITY OP STEEL.

All 3trucural steel must be of medium
atael of uniform quality, finished 3traight and
smooth, free from defects, the full weight called
for and shall have an ultimate strength of from
60000# to 68OOO-77 to the sq. inch; elastic limit
not less than l/2 the tensile strength, minimum
elongation of 33$ in 8 inches of length, min-
imum reduction of area at fracture of 40$, and
to bend cold through 180 degrees on a diameter
equal to the thickness of the te3t piece, with-
out showing a crack or flaw on the outside of
the test piece.

Rivet steel to have a tensile strength
of 50000# to 53000# to the sq. in; and an 9-
lastic limit of not loss than l/2 the tensile
strength, a reduction in area at fracture of at
leaat 50$ and an elongation of 26$ in 8".
Rivets must be capable of being bent cold on
themselves and flatened without showing any
signs of fracture.

All ateel must be free from rust.

WROUGHT IRON.

Wrought iron must be tough, fibrous,
uniform in character and of perfect manu-
facture .

OAST IRON.

All the castings to be of tough, gray
iron, free from cold shut3 or blow holes, true
to pattern and of workmanlike finish.
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coveredl/ 16" thick with neat Portland cement. Con-
crete for filling shall be composed of one volume
of Portland cement, three volumes of aand and sev-
en volumes of aggregate.

Finish under wooden floors must "be finish-
ed level with tops of wooden strips. Filling under
fcerrazzo shall be of same composition as is re-
quired for rsenforcsd cinder concrete floors; 3/4"
from bottom of the concrete place 2" mesh and
j-lS gauge expanded metal or other material of
metal fabric of equal strength.
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Sample pieces of structural oast iron
one inch square, cast from the sane heat of
metal in sand moulds, must be capable of sus-
taining on a clear span of 4 1 3" a central
load of 500#. A bio* from a ha -n Tier shall
produce an indentation on a rectangular si-^e

hout flaking the metal.

Ornamental iron 3hall be ca3t fron
iron suitable from the finest quality of
castings.

WORKMANSHIP.

All workmanship shall be of such
character that the connections shall be of
equal strength and durability as the plain
portions between then. They are to be rivet-
ed where practicable, wr "re not,bolts raay be
used, the nuts to be drawn up tight and Um
ends of the bolts to be upset. All joints
in compression mu3t give close bearing
throughout. Built members mist be free from
twist3 or open joints. The diameter for the
punch for rivet holes shall not exceed that of
the rivet >y more than l/lc", and all holes
shall be clean cut, without ragge 1 or torn
edges. Holes -*ust be spaced so accurately
that when the parts are assembled the hot
rivets will enter without being distorted
and shall completely fill the holes after
being upset.

Where holes n?ed enlarging it shall
be done by reaming. If it i3 necessary to
use bolts, the holes must be the exact siza
of the bolts. Rivets shall have standard
heads concentric with the shaft3,with full
bearing on the surface. Drift pins must not be
used to distort the metal around the holes
in assembling the work.

The thickness of the various parts
of each casting 3hall be practically the
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same, and no structural castings are to be taken
from the sand until cool. All castings shall be
clean, have sharp outlines, and all surfaces ad-
joining steel or iron shall be planed.

INSPECTION.

As soon as practicable after th3 award
of the contract, the Supervising Achitect must
be notified where the work is to be made up, so
arrangements may be made for inspection and
ample facilities must at all times be furnished
and at least three days notice given to the
authorized agents of the owners, for making such
inspection of materials amd workmanship as may be
desired; and no part of the work shall be paint-
ed, or shipped, before the materials have been
inspected or written notice received from the
Supervising Architect that inspection will not
be made. Should material be shipped without be-
ing inspected or notice given that inspection
will not be required, the cost of extra inspect-
ion will be deducted from any money due the con-
tractor.

SETTING.

All steel and iron work must be accurate-
ly set and substantially secured in place a3 the
work progresses. The contractor will not be per-
mitted to proceed with the concrete construction
leaving holes Into which to install steel later.
Steel gates plates are to be used for leveling
wherever steel construction rests on the con-
crete and shall be bedded as hereinafter spec-
ified. Cast iron bases under columns shall be set
level and have space below grouted with neat
Portland cement.

ANCHORS.

Anchors for iron or 3teel work in con-
nection with the concrete shall be built in as
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the work progresses.

PIPE HAILING.

Pipe railing uhall be of galvanized
standard wrought iron or mild stool pipe with
galvanized malleable fittings, the fittings to
be oast to the proper angles of the work re-
quired. The pipe shall be threaded and screwed in-

to fehe fittings. The fittings shall have large
flanges and be secured to the concrete with at
least 3/8" expansion bolts, three to each flange.
The dimensions givon are inside dimensions.

THRESHOLDS

.

Metal thresholds 3hall have channeled
or checkered pattern on the upper surface to with-
in 3" of the frames. Thresholds in connection
with the sliding doors 3hall be ajf least 5 W

longer at each end than the width of the open-
ing, and the ends shall have lugs cast on to
form guides for sliding doors. All metal thresh-
olds shall be secured in place with countersunk
expansion bolts, or screws, as may be required,
two at each end and intermediate ones spaced
not over 12" apart.

STAIRS.

Cast iron casings of concrete stringers
and cast iron newell shall not be less than 5/ 16"

thick. Castings shall have stiffening webs not
over 2'0" apart staggered. Wrought iron verticals
of stairs railing from 1st to 2nd floor to be
shouldered and headed to top and bottom rails;
bottom rail to be secured to cast iron stringer
casing wijrti tap screws spaced not over 18" apart,
thickness of casing to be increased at points
where tap screws are placed.

LAMPS.

The lamps in vestibule 3hall be of cast
iron. ^11 joints 3hall be fitted close and lamps
are to be fitted securely to the framing. Drill
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holes on all sides of the metal flanges below
the globes 30 that sufficient air can enter if it
is desired to hum ga3. The globes shall be trans-
luscent opelescent glass with proper openings for
admission of a 50c. p. lamp, and secured with at
least three ba3e 3caews.

The standard must be piped for gas and
wired with if 14 , rubber insulated, copper conductor
in 3trict accordance with the " National Electric
Code ", and connected to the gas piping and wiring
of the building. The gas pipe in each globe to be
capped with an insulating joint and the wiring
connected to Edison ba3s porcelain sockets mount-
ed on the insulating joints so that the center of
a 50 c. p. lamp bulb will be in the center of each
globe

.

Approved gas burners to be supplied but
not connected.

ORNAMENTAL IRON.

Ornamental wrought iron shall be forged and
finished by hand. All turns ahall be forged with
sharp angles. All loops, rings etc., shall be without
visible joints; curves shall be true and size of
members where not given shall be sufficient for
strong work, and all joints in ornamental iron work
ahall be of such a character that they will be as
strong and rigid as adjoining sections. Members
in contact, not otherwise indicated, shall be welded
but where welding is not practisable, they shall be
riveted.

PAINTING AND FINISH INB OF IRON WORK.

All anchors, cramps, etc. , in connection with
masonry shall be either galvanized or heavily coat-
ed with ashphalt. All steel and iron work of every
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description, before leaving the shop, shall be clean-
ed of scale, rust, e tc. , and except as above specified,
given a coat of paint.

All paint for structural steel and iron as
above referred to, shall be a graphite paint. The
pigment of the paint shall have at least 10^ of
graphite carbon and the paint must not contain rosin
or petroleum products.

All exterior iron work shall be given one
coat of the above paint and then finished a3 here-
inafter specified.

All interior iron work shall be given one
coat of boiled linseed oil and finished as herein-
after specified.

All material for painting must be delivered
in the original packages, with seals unbrocken.

All paint shall be kept well stirred while
being used and must be well rubbed on with brush.
All work shall be clean and dry while being paint-
ed, and each coat- shall be dry before the next
coat is applied. Whenever, on iron or steil the
appears to have separated or run, the painting will
be rejected.
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PAINTING AND POLISHING,

PAINTING.

All exterior wood work 3hall be given in ad-
dition to any previous painting, three coats of white
lead paint, and all exterior iron work shall be given
in addition to any previous painting two coats of
white lead and oil paint, the iron to be finished
flat.

All finishing /rood in contact with concrete
or plastering shall have a heavy coat of metallic
paint on the back.

Puttying must be done after priming, with
white lead putty.

All tin and galvanized iron work on the ex-
terior of the building shall be given one coat of
paint composed of one gallon of oil to 15 lbs. of
red lead and two additional coats of same paint con-
taining enough lamp black to color the paint a very
light brown.

VARNISHING.

Hardwood ahall be carefuitly filled a warm
dark brown tint, the inside of exterior sash stained
to match and all given three coats of varnish to be
rubbed down with steel wool or curled hair and the
last coat rubbed down with pumice stone and oil and
wiped to a dead finish. All other interior woodwork
shall be given a coat of shellac and two coats of
varnish, each coat except the last to be rubbed down.

OILING.

tfhen all other work is completed, the wood
floors, except maple floors, are to given a coat of
raw linseed oil with sufficient stain to give the
desired tint, and then finished with a coat of boil-
ed linseed oil.
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WORKMANSHIP.

All work must be thoroughly cleaned, 3and pa-
pered and painted or filled aa aoon aa practicable
after being made up. No subsequent coat of oil or v
varniah ahall be applied or rubbing done until the
previoua coat ia thoroughly dry. All coats of paint
mu3t be thoroughly brushed out.

«

MATERIALS.

White lead ahall contain not leas than VQ%
carbonate of lead to 30^o hydroxide, nor more than
75?o carbonate of lead to 25$ hydroxide.

Varniah ahall contain not le3s than 25;$ of
imported vegetable gum and be free from roain or
pstoleum producjj. The film after the varnish ia
dry must be hard, tough, and elastic. Varnish mu3t
not be thinned in any manner.

SHELLAC

.

t;OhOl.
Shellac shall be of gum and pure grain al-

Dryer ahall contain no roain.
Oila shall be pu9r linaeed without "foots".
Putty except for glazing ahall be compoaed

of white lead paate mixed with dry white lead until
of the proper con3iatency.

The putty shall be colored to match the
paint.
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P L .'. g T E ": I ': e.

L. TH]

a] ] hing shall r 20 D . .

-1 h 3/8" h tiffened about every 7" ..j'h

of 3/16" , or wit] 1 U,iffeners
of approved d©5 :

_ not less than '' 3C

.

11 p1

1

' aha1

3

k, exct; _
" " ' h coat »ay he

1 back wain sec. ti . The finish
, shall 1 ith, ex-

cept cified.

All p] '
_, J

3 Gt^cr'Aioc 3J 5C-

,includi h coat, shall 1 doi with a
standard brand of whic] aust be nixed
by the m .cturer either dry o] srtar re 5

for' application after Lbe addition " the c asary
amount : r no, circ .111 the
contrac tor 1 1 rmitted to add any solid mi i 1.

' at be of such riature that under any
aition the finish coat is ! applj Lthin

in the laying of th t coat without
any t to any portion of the work.,

3tcr :rust be applied in accordance
with the specifications of tl ny supplying the

s , unless it conflicts with the requirements here-
in, and the finish work must be equal to the best it
is possible to obtain with t^e use of any hard plaster

All vralls and callings must be swept clean
1 the cone ret before plastering.
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FIRING.
No vault protoction telephone, clock or

bell wires are included in this contract.

The wiring for the lighting system must
he installed complete from the service box to all
outlets indicated on the drawings

»

Feeders from the service "box to distibut-
ion tablets are to consist of three conductors,
the neutral to have a cross sectional area equal
to the combined cross section of the two outside
conductors

.

Branch circuits are to be two wire with
both conductors in the same conduit.

All sizes are to be Brown and Sharp gauge
and no wire smaller than #14 to be used.

Conductors inside the building must be
rubber covered, double braid copper of highest
conductivety, made in strict accordance with the
" National Code" and must have a distinctive mark
of the maker.

No splices or joints will be permitted
in either feeders or branches, except at outlets,
and there they must first be made mechanically
and electrically secure, then soldered and taped
with one layer of rubber and one of friction tape.

The entire wiring system must test free
from short circuits and grounds, and have an in-
sulation resistance between conductors and ground,
based on maximum local, not less than the requir-
ments of the latest edition of the "National Elect-
rical Code"

.

All electrical wiring to be pulled in a-
pproved iron conduit and no conduit smaller than
1/2" shall be used. All conduit must be properly
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reamed and securely fastened in boxes with lock
nuts and "bushings. Entire conduit system to be
thoroughly grounded.

All ceiling outlets shall be counted as
clusters and not more than three outlets to a cir-
cuit shall be allowed. Each outlet to be switched
seperate from floor cutout boxes. zCei ling outlets
must be put in' round iron boxes 4" 133. diameter
and at least 1.5" deep, to come flush with face
of finished ceiling.

Main switchboard 3hall be located in
basement where shown on plans and must be made of
slate with double throw knife switches throughout,
fused for incased cartridge fuses. It shall be
equipped for both local and house service. All
power and light switches to be designated with
brass plates. Floor service boxes to be located
where shown on plans, to be in approved iron boxes
set flush with finished walls and have proper catch
and handle and to be tagged with metal tag. Each
floor box to have circuit fuse blocks and switches
on one porcelain block. Switches to be single pole
snap switches. All fuse blocks shall be for three
wire service.

All inspection must be taken care of by
the contractor and inspection fees paid. Work
will not be considered complete until inspection
certificate has been turned over.
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MG AM) SHEET M.E1 \L TORK.

"^EE.

1] ' connection with roofs
rtaihed water tj>ht for a period of two years

from the date of final payment for the contract,
1 lefects of any iescripfrion either in the
hip or materials develop in that time,th

tractor shall '
' 1; hen called bj the

rchit et, Lthout additional bxj to
the i _ . ke good the roof in every particular,
and any work or materi ] lisp] in re i

rep 1

;b work L] 1

"

the i k
left in perfect condition.

Q] '. hal] v- of h ality that is

u from IK bl :uine charcoal
iron,fr Lties(no steel to he used in the

acture) . All traces of acid muel b«
1 the sheet- ] . erfectly cc " i both

s by the palrc oil process, with coaying o^
•e tin to 75^ lead - sighing not less than

4-0 lbs. to a box of 112, °0 w *v< 28" sheets.

Acid flux 1] not be used in solderi

GUTTER .

shall be of 16oz.
hard copper with 16oz. soft copper lining. Outer

gutter shall be rolled over 3/8 nby 1" iron
bars. H - g shall be placed every 2 feet well se-
cured to the sheathing and riveted to stiffenj

] . . Each outlet pro-
vided with l/C mesh #16 copper wire baskets set in
loose

.
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v

Down spouts shall be of #16 hard copper.
Goosenecks shall >>e riveted and soldered to the g
ter. At the bottom they shall least 3" 3

qaps, Down srovt.s s.ha.3,3 be -
-

7, . Y _ " fcpans j 'Its.

p rNTITTG.

"11 - galvanized iro]
rior cf the bui] ling-. Inaoc 1

plac , 1,] 1 placed" be cle 3 " .'.U.

j,dirt etc* ,i gj - _ :

-

" '

' £ red leac ;o galloi 1
' oil.

All ". opi shall be oxidized.
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- D W :\ K.

FRAMING

.

1 1 framing lumber shall he thoroughly
seasoned hard pine, free from defects that will im-
pair strength.

NG .

Flooring to he of 7/8"hy^-l/i" maple strips
on 1-5/8" nailing strips 16" center to center, set .

heretofore stated.

DOOR FRA&ES.

rior door frames shall be 2-l/4M lhick,
interior door i h.all be 1-3/4" thick, exc
tr t frames for double actii g 3 hall be thick
enough' to form fillets for ha J e h ^oors from
the si , nailing or gluing on of st."!.

will ,ted. Th = aust be secui 5d to
r ao . laced as to

led bj othe] finish.

r,-"_ hall fce 2- >/4" thick, in-
terior . hal] 1 1-2/4" thick'. Fl^ doors chall b;

I-1/4* thick.

TUfDOfl 17: " WES.

Pulley stil and of box
ll't-be F yellow pine. The pocl ' the

pulley stil? hall v e :

1 as J
; ihle and the

t piece hall lac th

ss sore . Lng shall b(

Lghtly fitted grooves
Hi g 1 J Lps in the
box . L(3 [ shall be

sure Lth brass screws with slotted washers so
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strips can 'be s ljust

Frames for hinged sash shall be 2-1/4" ihick
and rel 1. Llls of all xt iri< r ni. U fr as 1]
%

- 3-l/4" thick and plowed to fit tl li] oe lent

3 1-

Fit. ' ic tt sills shall 1

Li hair mortar. The hal] he ',v ' to

the cement with ho] lvanizs ) iron not over
' ;t.

CAULKI .

i
- v • Lndc r

' door f -
; 1 be

: •

3 rith c
'

-i sides before
3U] 1 in place, anc t] ork

must he guarenteed for two years, and should the walls
beside the openings become in any way discolored dur-

bhat period, the contractor must recaulk until
Lsfactory.

All sash shall be 1-3/4" thick, except that
sh over doors shall be the same thiol i s the

doors. All sash shall be mortj d tenoned togeth-
: exterior sash to be pinned, and interior sash to

be .' and glued. Exterior hinged and fixed sash-

shall have drips.

RAIL.

J hand rail- 11 of quarter sawed
oak and secured to the iron with screws from the
underside, joints to made with concealed stair rail
bolts

.

NSCOTTING

.

Wainscotting shall be of 7/e" by 3-1/4"
matched and V- jointed, each piece to be driven close
and blind nailed with 8d nails
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